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ABSTRACT

As a well-structured and costly activity that pervades industries in

both the public and private sector, vehicle fleet management would appear

to be a splendid candidate for model-based planning and optimization. And

yet, until recently the combinatorial intricacies of vehicle routing and

of vehicle scheduling have precluded the widespread use of optimization

(exact) methods for this problem class. Our discussion in this paper iden-

tifies the extent and nature of these problem complexities and draws con-

trasts with other applications of combinatorial optimization. It also

summarizes a number of successful uses of optimization for vehicle fleet

planning and highlights potentially fruitful avenues for algorithmic

development.

In particular, we describe several alternative models and novel

algorithms for the vehicle routing problem, show how various modeling

approaches for this problem are intimately related, and illustrate the

interplay between model formulations and the algorithms that they suggest.

This discussion shows that prospects for applying exact methods, possibly

in conjunction with heuristics, are far from fully realized and points to

vehicle fleet planning as a tempting target of opportunity for further

investigation.

I ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - -- · L ~-·- -





,. INTRODUCTION

Vehicle fleet planning is a generic and broad class of practical

decision making problems. Its applications encompass such diverse activities

as retail distribution (e.g. [64]), school bus routing ([15], [99]), mail

and newspaper delivery ([60]), municipal waste collection ([14]), fuel oil

delivery ([49]), and airline and railway fleet routing and scheduling ([3],

[4], and [116]). In addition, seemingly unrelated applications such as ma-

chine scheduling or communication systems management often lead to plan-

ning issues and models very similar to those that arise in vehicle fleet

planning (identify machines or information packets with vehicles). As might

be expected, the underlying assumptions associated with vehicle fleet planning

are almost as diverse as the applications themselves. Bodin and Golden [16]

and Schrage [112] summarize many of these assumptions and indicate how they

affect model-based approaches to resource planning.

Despite this variety, almost any audit of comtemporary distribution

and transportation systems would identify two prevailing planning issues;

namely, the routing of (capacitated) vehicles through a collection of demand

points to pick-up or deliver goods, the vehicle routing problem, and the

scheduling of vehicles to meet timing or precedence restrictions imposed

upon the vehicles' routes, the vehicZe scheduling problem. The intrinsic

combinatorial nature of routing and scheduling problems suggests, at least

in principle, that almost every vehicle planning problem can be formulated

and solved as an integer programming problem. And yet, very few studies

document the use of optimization algorithms of an integer programming variety

for these problems. Instead, historically, when confronted with vehicle fleet

planning problems, transportation analysts and operations research practitioners

have usually resorted to heuristic algorithms.
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What, then, is the role of optimization in the context of vehicle routing

and scheduling? In what limited circumstances has optimization proved to be

successful? Is the notion of an optimal solution an outdated ideal that

should be abandoned in most instances in favor of a less demanding planning

objective? Do vehicle routing and scheduling problems differ from other combi-

natorial optimization problems in their use and potential use of optimization?

And, what are prospects for future breakthroughs in optimization based methods

for vehicle routing and scheduling?

In discussing research related to these issues, this paper briefly sur-

veys the use of optimization methods for vehicle fleet planning, contrasts

optimization based procedures with heuristic methods, and comments on recent

developments that suggest future research directions. The discussion is

intended to delineate some of the uses, advantages, and limitations of exact

optimization, rather than to describe particular optimization studies or tech-

niques in detail. To help provide some historical perspective, we begin by

contrasting the evolution of analytic modeling for vehicle fleet planning with

other areas of combinatorial optimization.

Our coverage of model-based approaches to vehicle fleet planning is

not intended to be comprehensive, particularly with respect to the vast literature

devoted to the traveling salesman problem. Rather, we cite representative

results. Bellmore and Nemhauser [13] summarize research on the traveling sales-

man problem through the late 1960's and Golden and Magnanti [59] cite many

references concerning the traveling salesman, vehicle routing, and vehicle

scheduling problems through the mid 1970's in their extensive bibliography

on network optimization. Several earlier books and surveys ([19], [36], [86],

[94], and [104]) are additional sources that discuss optimization-based

methods for the vehicle routing and related topics.

--- -I_ -- �--------I·-�--�-�I-��i�-�



2. TRAVELING SALESMAN PROBLEM AND COMBINATORIAL OPTIMIZATION: TRENDS AND
INFLUENCES

The traveling salesman problem is the most basic, and easily the most

intensely studied, version of the vehicle routing problem. The last two

generations of combinatorial mathematicians and operations research analysts

cumulatively have devoted literally hundreds of man years to its study.

Since the routing of a single vehicle through the collection of demand

points assigned to it is an essential component in most vehicle routing

applications, one might expect that algorithms for solving vehicle routing

problems would evolve and progress as dramatically as algorithms for the

traveling salesman problem. And yet, the traveling salesman problem is more

representative of combinatorial optimization in general than of vehicle fleet

planning. In fact, it is remarkable how often new methods for solving the

traveling salesman problem have precipitated general techniques in combina-

torial optimization, and yet how infrequently these techniques have been applied

successfully to vehicle fleet planning.

2.1 Early Developments

From even the earliest studies of discrete models, the traveling sales-

man problem has been a major stimulant to combinatorial optimization. Early

studies of the traveling salesman problem pioneered the use of cutting plane

techniques in integer programming ([31]) and were responsible for several

important ideas associated with tree enumeration methods including coining the

term branch and bound ([84]). They also introduced problem partitioning and

decomposition techniques in the context of dynamic programming ([65]) that

have later proved to be fruitful in other applications of dynamic programming

and in assessing heuristic methods for combinatorial optimization. An isolated
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probabilistic study of the traveling salesman problem in the plane ([12])

has recently become widely recognized as a seminal contribution to the

probabilistic evaluation of heuristic methods for combinatorial optimization

problems.

Many contributions to combinatorial optimization throughout the 1950's

and 1960's, for such problem classes as machine scheduling and production

planning with set-up costs, crew scheduling, set covering, and facility

location problems were extensions and generalizations on these basic themes

Research focused on the design of optimization algorithms, usually based

upon dynamic programming recursions or somewhat tailored versions of

general-purpose integer programming methods, often for special cases in

the problem class. Studies of scheduling theory as summarized by Conway,

Maxwell and Miller [24] and of uncapacitated inventory and production lot

size planning by dynamic programming ([125]) are prototypes of this period as

are branch and bound methods ([33], [38]) for plant location problems.

At the same time that these integer and dynamic programming methods

were evolving, combinatorial optimization was emerging and flourishing as

a discipline in applied mathematics, based, in large part, on the widespread

practical and combinatorial applications of network flow theory ([45]) and its

generalizations such as nonbipartite matching and matroid optimization ([78]).

Indeed, it is hard to understate the importance of these landmark contributions

in defining combinatorial optimization as we know it today. In a recent

survey, Klee [75] summarizes much of the latest research devoted to these topics.

Although researchers were designing and applying heuristic algorithms

during the 1950's and 1960's (for example, exchange heuristics for both the

traveling salesman and facility location problems ([841], [90]) and a "greedy-

like" heuristic for warehouse location ([76])), optimization-based methods
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remained at the forefront of academic activity. The heuristic algorithms

developed at this time may have been progenitors of algorithms studied later,

but their analysis was often of such a rudimentary nature that heuristics

did not capture the imagination and full acceptance of the academic community.

Limited empirical verification of heuristics, rather than statistical assess-

ment or error bound analysis, ruled the day.

2.2 New Directions

Two new developments in the early and mid 1970's, namely the emergence

of computational complexity theory and the evolution of enhanced capabilities

in mathematical programming, revitalized combinatorial optimization and pre-

cipitated a new focus in its research. The now familiar computational com-

plexity theory ([25], [73]) shows that the traveling salesman problem and nearly

every other "difficult" combinatorial problem, the so called NP-complete class

of problems, are all computationally equivalent; namely, each of these pro-

blems has eluded any algorithmic design guaranteed to be more efficient than

tree enumeration, and if one could be solved by an algorithm that is polyno-

mial in its problem size, then they all could. This revelation suggested

that algorithmic possibilities for optimizaiton methods were limited and moti-

vated renewed interest to design and analyze effective heuristics. Again,

the traveling salesman problem was at the forefront. Worst case (i.e., per-

formance guarantee) analysis ([20], [109]), statistical analysis ([56]),

and probabilistic analysis ([71], [72]) of various heuristics for the traveling

salesman problem typified this period of research and were among the first

steps in the evolution of new analytic approaches for evaluating heuristic

methods. Indeed, the mere fact that computational complexity theory embraced

the "infamous" traveling salesman problem undoubtedly was instrumental in

� ____
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the theory's acceptance as a new paradigm in computer science and operations

research.

Computational complexity theory has now become pervasive, so much so

that Garey and Johnson's recent and comprehensive monograph [48] discusses

more than 300 combinatorial applications. Lenstra and Rinnooy Kan's [81]

summary of computational complexity as applied specifically to vehicle routing

and scheduling shows that most of these problems are NP-complete. As a

consequence, vehicle fleet planning would appear to be a prime candidate

for analysis by heuristic methods.

At approximately the same time that the first results in computational

complexity were emerging, so too were new advances in mathematical programming,

particularly effective new methods for decomposing integer programming models

and improved implementations of basic network algorithms. The new implemen-

tations of network flow algorithms, shortest path algorithms, and other

fundamental network procedures based on enhanced data manipulation techniques

(see [48], [74] and [86] for summaries and for citations to the literature)

gave further impetus to the development of problem decomposition, since

the iterative solution of these frequently appearing modeling components became

more and more attractive.

Again, the traveling salesman problem was a major source of inspiration.

One of the first triumphs of integer programming decomposition involved the use

of Lagrange multiplier techniques, used previously with so much success in non-

linear programming, for the traveling salesman problem (Held and Karp [66], [67]).

Essentially, attaching a vector of multipliers u with all but the subtour

breaking constraints of a traveling salesman problem (see problem formulation (5)

stated later) decomposes the model into an easily solved variant of the minimal
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spanning tree problem whose optimal objective value C*(u) is a lower bound

(see section 3.2.1) on the minimum cost C* of the traveling salesman problem.

Since C(u) < C for any u, the value d max C*(u) of the Lagrangian dual

to the traveling salesman problem is also a lower bound on C*. This bounding

technique is a natural candidate to be embedded within a branch and bound

procedure. Computational experience ([11], [63]) has borne out this promise.

This type of Lagrangian decomposition, or relaxation as it is often

called, has now become a staple of combinatorial optimization. Fisher

and Shapiro [43] and Geoffrion [52] describe uses and properties of the

method as applied to combinatorial optimization in general. Magnanti, Shapiro

and Wagner [87] point out the relationship with generalized linear programming

and convexification of the model being studied. and Magnanti [85] emphasizes

the close ties between Lagrangian relaxation and other iterative decomposition

methods such as Benders decomposition.

Decomposition has now been applied successfully in many combinatorial

problems including distribution systems design ([53]), power generation

systems scheduling ([96]), facility location selection ([26]) and personnel

scheduling ([115]). Surveys by Fisher [39] and Shapiro [114] summarize a

number of other applications as well.

Cumulatively, this fertile decade of research has yielded much improved

capabilities for applying optimization methods to combinatorial problems,

capabilities that tend to counterbalance the trend, stimulated by computational

complexity theory, toward heuristic methods. As a consequence, both exact

algorithms and heuristic methods provide exciting, and as yet not fully realized,

opportunities for improved model-based approaches to vehicle fleet planning.
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3. OPTIMIZATION AND VEHICLE ROUTING

To this point, our discussion has portrayed a research environment in

the 1950's and 1960's conducive to the application and tailoring of general

purpose optimization techniques and in the 1970's conducive to the design

both of special purpose decomposition methods and of heuristic algorithms

supported by error bound analysis. Despite the prominence of the traveling

salesman problem in forging and sustaining this research momentum, the analy-

sis of more general vehicle routing problems has, over the years, been

decidedly distinct in flavor.

Since 1959, when Dantzig and Ramser [32] first introduced the vehicle

routing problem and proposed a linear programming based heuristic for its

solution, the overwhelming majority of attempts at solving the problem have

focused on heuristic methods (e.g. [23], [55] and [60]). As Christofides

[19], [22], who has been a leading proponent of exact algorithms, has

acknowledged, the largest vehicle routing problem of any complexity solved

to date by exact methods and reported in the open literature contains only

31 demand points. This capability contrasts sharply with achievements in

other areas of combinatorial optimization: several studies now demonstrate

that exact algorithms are capable of solving traveling salesman problems ten

times as large ([27], [108]), facility design problems with hundreds of

customer zones and with dozens of potential locations for distribution

centers ([53]), and facility location models with over 150 potential site

selections ([26]). The success of optimization-based procedures for vehicle

routing has been limited, in part, by the fact that, until most recently

(see section 3.2), algorithms for this problem have relied on specialized

versions of branch and bound methods ([21], [104]) and of cutting plane tech-
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niques ([7], [46]); they have not exploited recent advances in integer

programming.

Computational complexity theory has also had little impact on vehicle

routing. With the exception of one study of the worst case behavior of a

sequential vehicle routing heuristic ([57]) and one statistical study of

another vehicle routing heuristic ([58]), limited empirical experience has

been the sole mechanism used to assess heuristic algorithms for this pro-

blem class.

Consequently, from almost the beginning, research on this problem

has been somewhat out of phase with general attitudes and trends in com-

binatorial optimization. Other aspects of vehicle fleet planning, parti-

cularly special versions of vehicle fleet planning that are amenable to

dynamic programming analysis, have, however, been more representative of

combinatorial optimization. We consider these problems in section 4.

The vehicle routing problem is so prevalent in practice that it is

often viewed as synonomous with vehicle fleet planning. For this reason,

and since the problem has attracted so much research attention, we have chosen

to emphasize vehicle routing in our discussion. Moreover, vehicle routing

is a setting that will permit us to illustrate some of the obstacles that have

limited the use of exact methods for vehicle fleeting planning in general,

and to illustrate the interplay between model formulations and the solution

procedures that they suggest.
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3.1 Model Formulations

Integer programming models of the vehicle routing problem are quite

varied. In fact, by considering various problem features :it is possible

to identify a wide spectrum of overlapping and interrelated models. Never-

theless, most of these models are elaborations and twists on three basic

approaches to be discussed in this section - namely a set covering for-

mulation, a commodity flow based formulation, and a vehicle flow based

formulation. Although these basic formulations have been valuable in the

past in identifying and highlighting planning issues for the vehicle routing

problem, for the most part they have been ignored in algorithm development.

Only recently have researchers tapped the algorithmic potential of these

formulations. In the next subsection we describe some of these novel

methods.

Throughout our discussion, we assume that a fleet with NV capacitated

vehicles, domiciled at a common depot, must be routed to deliver goods to

n demand points with specified delivery requirements dl, d2,..., dn and

must subsequently return to the depot. Each of the modelst that we discuss

can be extended to incorporate multiple depots, maximum route time restric-

tions, time windows imposed upon deliveries at each point, and many other

practical issues.

We shall suppose that the cost (distance) cij of any vehicle's traveling

from point i to point j is known and that our objective is to minimize

total routing costs. We let index i=O or j=O denote the depot.

SET COVERING FORMULATION ([7])

This formulation is representative of a cluster-first route-second

approach to vehicle routing in which demand points are first assigned to

tBut not necessarily the solution strategies.

-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .
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vehicles, the "vehicle clusters," and then each vehicle is routed over

the demand points assigned to it to determine a delivery sequence. In principle,

the formulation requires the enumeration of every possible assignment

of the demand points into vehicle clusters.

The decision variables zj are binary and specify whether or not cluster

j is used, zj = 1, or not, zj = 0. Let ai = 1 if demand point i is assigned

to cluster j and aij = 0 otherwise. These coefficients are fixed and defined

for each cluster j.

The formulation is:

J

Minimize I cjzj

j=l

J

subject to: ) aijz j = 1 (i = 1,2,...,n)

j=l

z. = 0 or 1 ( = 12.....J). 

(1)

The constraints state that each demand point i must be assigned to exactly

one of the possible clusters j = 1,2,...,J. The objective coefficient cj

is the minimum cost of any vehicle route passing through the demand points

i assigned to the jth cluster (i.e. the demand points i with aij = 1). This

routing cost is the solution to a traveling salesman problem!

Note that the coefficients aij are required to satisfy any restrictions

imposed upon the cluster assignments. For example, if K is the capacity of

any vehicle in the fleet, which we assume for now to be homogeneous, then the

0 - 1 coefficients aij for any cluster j must satisfy the constraint

n

aijdi < K. (2)
i=l
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In adopting this formulation, Balinski and Quandt ([7]) overcome the

difficulty in enumerating all clusters by preselecting a small "attractive"

subset. They then use a cutting plane algorithm to solve the resulting set

covering problem (1) with computational experience limited to 15 delivery

points. Foster and Ryan ([461) suggest a refinement that incorporates a

richer collection of route restrictions and automates the selection of

attractive clusters. They choose a small number J of "petal" clusters

defined by grouping points that are adjacent in radial regions along rays

emanating from the depot. This combined heuristic-optimization procedure

permits consolidating the benefits of sweep type heuristic methods ([55])

with the strengths of an integer programming formulation. It has been applied

to problems containing as many as 100 delivery points.

Observe that a slightly altered version of formulation (1) will accommo-

date nonhomogeneous vehicle fleets. Let v for v = 1,2,...,NV be the set

of candidate clusters for vehicle v. These would be the same for all vehicles

if the fleet were homogeneous. In any case, we add to (1), the multiple

choice constraints

zj = 1 (v = 1,2,...,NV) (3)

stating that each vehicle is assigned exactly one group of customers, possibly

the null group. The restrictions (2) imposed upon the assignment of demand

points to clusters then become vehicle dependent; for any cluster j in the

candidate set Cv, the capacity K of vehicle v, replaces the constant K in

(2) to give:

n

I aijdi < Kv for all j C r (4)
i=l

--- _ _�III^_�_ I�CIII�II^III�·l l__lm_---1-1_111____�----
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VEHICLE FLOW BASED FORMULATION ([60])

This formulation is the most direct extension of the assignment based

formulation of the traveling salesman problem. The decision variables

v
xi. which are binary indicate whether vehicle v travels from point i to point

v V
j, xi , or not, x 0. The formulation is:

lj ij

n n NV
v

minimize L 2 c. .x.
i=0 j=O v=l lJ 1J

NV n

subject to: I x.. 

v=--l i=O 1J

NV n

X x.. =
v=l j=o iJ

n n

i x - x
i=O p j=O0

1 (j = 0,1,...,n)

(i = 0,1,...,n)1

v

pi
= 0 (p = 1,2,...,n;

v = 1,2,...,NV)

n

X xv
< 1

j=-l -

di v < K

i=l =0

v
x. .

'J
= 0 or 1

(v = 1,2,...,NV)

(v = 1,2,...,NV)

all i,j,v

X E S. (5.7)

Constraints (5.1) - (5.3) insure that one, and the same, vehicle enters and

leaves each delivery site. Inequality (5.5) models the demand limitations

imposed by the capacity K of each vehicle. The last condition which is
ivtt e i v

imposed on the matrix X with entries xvijprohibits subtours not containing

1]

(5.1)

(5.2)

(5.3)

(5.4)

(5.5)

(5.6)
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the depot. There are several possible ways to fulfill this condition. For

example, S might be composed of circuit breaking constraints imposed upon

each vehicle type, that is S might be the union of sets S defined by:

S = xV.: E x. < Q - 1 for every nonempty subset Q of {1,2,...n} (5.8)

isQ jQ

Alternatively, the subtour breaking set S can be written with fewer

circuit breaking inequalities by imposing constraints on the aggregate variables

x.j -xv. instead of on each individual x... The form (5.8) is more useful

in the algorithms that we will discuss subsequently since, in this form,

the constraints separate by vehicle type.

Note that when NV = 1, constraint (5.3) is redundant as is constraint

n

(5.5) unless E di exceeds K _ K1 in which case the problem is inconsistent.

i=l

Consequently, for applications with a single vehicle this formulation re-

duces to the usual assignment-based model of the traveling salesman problems.

COMMODITY FLOW BASED FORMULATION ([49])

This formulation combines assignment constraints, like those used in the

standard formulation of the traveling salesman problem, for modeling vehicle

movements together with multicommodity flow constraints modeling movements of goods.

The goods destined for any demand point are viewed as a separate commodity.

The decision variables x.. are binary and indicate whether a vehicle
1J

moves from demand point i to j, xij = 1, or not, xij.. = 0. The decision, or

flow, variables specify how much of the demand destined for point
flow, variables t rspecify how much of the demand destined for point

k is transported from point i to point j. The formulation is:

l -- L ~__ I _I
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n n

Minimize c.i X..

i=0 j=O I ]

subject to:

n

x.

i=O l

n

i x..
j=0 j

n

j= j

= 1 (j = 1,2,...,n)

= 1

< NV

k

i=0

n
y k
yij.

k=l

k
v > 
ij -

x. .
1J

nn k

-- 1

= dk if j=k

0 if jO or jk

all j,k (6.4)

(iij =0,1,...,n) (6.5)

all i,j,k

= 0 or 1

(6.6)

all i,j. (6.7)

The first two sets of constraints insure that exactly one vehicle enters

and leaves each demand site. Inequality (6.3) restricts the number of avail-

able vehicles and (6.4) are mass balance constraints modeling the movement

of goods. The "forcing constraint" (6.5) insures that good movement from

i to j does not exceed vehicle capacity, and, if no vehicle travels from i

to j, i.e. x.. = 0, then no goods are shipped on this transportation link.

To extend this formulation in order to model nonhomogeneous fleets, we can re-

place (6.1) - (6.3) by (5.1) - (5.4) and replicate constraints (6.5) NV times,

with K x.. replacing Kx.. in the v replication.
v iJ 1J

(6.1)

(6.2)

(6.3)

_ L� _ _ 1 �I_^I_^_I_·_ �CCI__··I�I_ �L_ P�__�_

(i = 1,2,...,n)
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3.2 Algorithms

When viewed as general purpose integer or mixed integer programming

models, the set partitioning, vehicle flow based, and commodity flow based

formulations of the vehicle routing problem all appear to be severely li-

mited. The size of each of these models far exceeds the current capabilities

of even the most sophisticated general-purpose integer programming codes.

For example, an application with 100 demand points and only 5 vehicles gives

rise to a 100 constraint, 2100 variable set partitioning model; a 710 con-

straint, 50,000 discrete variable vehicle flow based model (even without

subtour breaking constraints); and a 20,301 constraint, 10,100 discrete variable,

and about 1 million continuous variable commodity flow based model. It

is no wonder that these formulations have not stimulated widespread develop-

ment of exact algorithms, particularly in the 1950's and 1960's during the

embryonic stages in the evolution of integer programming techniques.

Nevertheless, the underlying network components of these formulations

are so prominent that each is a promising candidate for specialized problem

decomposition that exploits embedded structure. In this section we summarize

several possibilities of this nature. We begin by discussing two rather

general algorithmic strategies - price directive and resource directive de-

composition. These solution strategies not only suggest a host of algorithmic

possibilities, but also reveal intimate connections between the apparently

disparate modeling approaches derived from set partitioning, vehicle flow,

or commodity flow formulations. Finally, we discuss two optimization-based

heuristic methods that have proved to be very successful in solving a variety

of vehicle routing problems.
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3.2.1 Lagrangian Relaxation

Vehicle Flow Formulation

We begin by considering the vehicle flow based formulation (5.1) - (5.8).

Since constraints (5.2) and (5.3) imply (5.1), we can eliminate (5.1) from

the formulation. Then, except for the constraints (5.2), the variables x..
ii

for different vehicles do not appear in any common constraints. Attaching

prices, or Lagrange multipliers, u1,u2,.. .,u with these constraints and
n NV n

bringing them into the objective function as I ui(l - X xi ) gives the

i=l v=l j=0 j

modified problem:

n n NV n

Minimize X C X v vMinimize Y 7 7 c..xY. + u.
i=O j=0 v=l 3 j i=O

subject to: (5.3) - (5.8). (7)

Here, in contrast to our subsequent discussion, the modified cost coefficients

-v
c. =c.. - u. are independent of the vehicle type v. That is, here

c.. = c.. if v v'.

This problem decomposes into a separate subproblem for each vehicle. Its

solution, which is the minimum cost vehicle route through all subsets of points

whose demand does not exceed vehicle capacity, is reminiscent of the coeffi-

cient and cost structure associated with any column in the set covering for-

mulation (1), Let us pursue this connection further.

First, recall the familiar bounding, or weak duality, argument of La-

grangian relaxation: since any feasible solution to (5.1) - (5.8) is feasible

in (7) and has exactly the same objective value in both problems and since

(7) might have other more cost effective solutions that are not feasible in

(5.1) - (5.8), the minimum cost C*(u) to (7) is no larger than the minimum

cost C* to formulation (5). The sharpest of these lower bounds, which generally

will be strictly less than C*, is determined by solving the Lagrangian duaZ
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problem of maximizing C*(u) over all n-vectors u. There are several ways

of performing this maximization including dual ascent or subgradient opti-

mization ([85]). Generalized linear programming, which is still another

method for solving the Lagrangian dual problem ([87]), can be viewed as

a solution strategy that reformulates the vehicle flow based model in a

form very similar to the set partitioning model (1). To see this, recall

that the generalized linear programming algorithm expresses any solution

v v = v(k)
xij to the constraints (5.2) as a convex combination xij = kxij of

v(k)
a finite number of feasible solutions x. , indexed by k in some index

set C, to the remaining constraints (5.3) - (5.8). Making this substitu-
v

tion in (5.2) gives the revised formulation:

n n NV v(k) NV

Minimize I E c Ci ekXij) = X Ckek
i=O j=O v=l k£C v=l kC

v v

NV n NV

subject to C kij aik 1 all i (8.1)

v=l j= kC v=l kC
v v

0k£ 1 (v = 1,2,...,NV) (8.2)
kcC

v

Ok > . all v and all k (8.3)

v(k)
In this formulation, the 0 - 1 coefficients aik - x.. for any vehicle v

j=0 1]

and any kcC defines the set of demand points covered by the vehicle solution
v

v(k) 
xi. ; ck is the associated routing cost. Note that with Ok identified with zk

this generalized programming formulation (8) is just the linear programming re-

laxation to the set covering problem (1) and (2). The optimal linear programming

dual variables to the constraints (8.1) solve the Lagrangian dual of maximizing

C*(u) over u. Consequently, the linear programming relaxation of the set
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covering problem is identical to this Lagrangian dual. This observation

not only delineates an intimate connection between the set covering and

vehicle flow formulation of the vehicle routing problem, but also suggests a

number of algorithmic possibilities for the set covering formulation. General-

ized linear programming, which generates coefficients aik and k for the

variables k when needed, is a column generation procedure for solving

the linear programming relaxation of the set covering formulation. Any

other scheme for solving the Lagrangian dual problem of maximizing C*(u)

over u is an alternative solution strategy for solving this linear pro-

gramming relaxation.

There are a number of other ways to apply Lagrangian relaxation to

the vehicle flow based formulation. For example, we could associate Lagrange

multipliers yv with the vehicle capacity constraints (5.5) and Lagrange mul-

tipliers wj with constraints (5.1)i The Lagrangian relaxation (7) with cost

-v
coefficients c. = c.. - u - W - y di and constraints (5.3), (5.4), (5.6)

and (5.7) then becomes an unconstrained routing problem in which only a sub-

set of the demand nodes need be covered on the vehicle routes. Or, if we assume,

by adding fictitious demand points if necessary, that every vehicle must be

dispatched to at least one demand point, we could add the redundant constraints

n n n n NV

, x 0 - NV and x.. = - NV, where x. = x. .,and
j0l3 i=1 i=l j=l v=l

apply Lagrange multipliers to all but these constraints and the subtour break-

ing constraints defined in terms of the aggregate variables xij (see the comment

following (5.8)). Then the solution to the Lagrangian relaxation (7) is a

minimal cost tree with n - NV arcs on the demand nodes 1,2,...,n together with

the NV least cost arcs emanating from the depot plus the NV least cost arcs

-v
directed into the depot, all with respect to the modified costs c... When

n his relaxaion reduces o he Held and Karp relaxaion

NV = 1 and K > Z di, this relaxation reduces to the Held and Karp relaxation

i=l

that we have mentioned previously for solving the traveling salesman problem.

tAlthough (5.1) is redundant in the integer programming formulation, it need

rT~ o -~ -qi? 'q? ?t -' T -ocr. i;lrl n -p I - t.4-j,-
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Christofides, Mingozzi and Toth [22] have recently proposed and tested

an algorithm that is a slight modification of this last approach. We will

interpret their results as arising directly from a Lagrangian relaxation.

They note, again assuming that every vehicle in the fleet must be dis-

NV

patched to at least one demand point, that every feasible solution x. = x..

v=l

to the vehicle flow based formulation decomposes into a spanning tree on the

nodes 0,1,2,...,n having degree 2(NV) at the depot, node 0, together with NV

additional arcs. That is, x.. = x + x"'. where x. defines a 0 - 1 incidence

vector for the arcs i - j in the spanning tree; that is, it satisfies

n n

x + xi = 2(NV) as well as subtour breaking constraints on the nodes

j= i=l

0,1,2,..., n. The variables x"'. define a 0 - 1 incidence vector on the arcs
13

i - j with i 0 and j 0 and with exactly NV components equal to 1. Con-

sequently, dualizing all but the subtour breaking constraints on x.. and the
13

constraints x + X! = 2(NV), xij = xj. + xij' x =x x = 0, and
3 1iiIj i j Oj i

x'. = NV gives a Lagrangian relaxation whose solution is a constrained

i=1 j=l '
3

minimum spanning tree with degree 2(NV) at the depot together with the NV

additional least cost arcs not incident to the depot. The authors' algorithm

is actually somewhat more complicated since they permit the computation of

minimal spanning trees with degree k, NV < k < 2(NV), at the depot together

with the cheapest 2(NV) - k additional arcs incident to the depot, and cheapest

k - NV arcs not incident to the depot. Again, the algorithm can be veiwed in

terms of Lagrangian relaxation, now by replacing the constraints on x. and

n n n n n n

x.. i with x + xi k, x + Xi0 x = 2(NV) - k and X ! x. = k - NV.
j1 =l 1 j=1 i=l i=l j=1l

The implementation of this algorithm, which uses a subgradient optimization

algorithm to maximize the Lagrangian dual and applies the Lagrangian relaxation

within the context of a branch and bound procedure, has been successful in

solving problems with from 10 to 20 demand points and 3 to 6 vehicles.

tThey also discuss another algorithm that we do not describe.
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As our final example of Lagrangian relaxation for the vehicle flow based

formulation, we note that associating Lagrange multipliers yv to dualize the

capacity constraints (5.5) results in a multiple traveling salesman problem.

That is, in the Lagrangian relaxation exactly one of the "uncapacitated"

vehicles must pass through each demand point and in a way that minimizes total

_v
routing costs, where routing costs ci = c.. - Y dinow include a loading

ij 1J - Yvdi now include a loading

charge Yvdi for using vehicle capacity. Stewart and Golden [119] have pro-

posed a modification of this procedure for routing problems with a homogeneous

fleet. They rewrite the demand constraints as

i-l i ( j ij)

n n \ n n 1

and [d i [ xO. < i kd i i x 1 ) (v = 2,3,...,NV)

i=l j=0 i -1 j=0 3

and then associate a Lagrange multiplier X with only the first of these con-

straints; the Lagrangian relaxation is a multiple traveling salesman problem

with penalty of X units imposed upon the largest demand route (i.e., 

c - ). To solve this problem, they use a modified exchange heuristic. (See

[119] for details).

Commodity Flow Based Formulation

Lagrangian relaxation can be applied to the commodity flow based formu-

lation in much the same way as it is applied to the vehicle flow based model.

Since the concepts and methods are much the same in both instances, we will be

more concise in this section.

First note that applying Lagrange multipliers to dualize the forcing

constraints (6.5) of the commodity flow based formulation and transfer them

into the objective function produces a constraint set with assignment con-
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straints in terms of the variables x.. and flow constraints in terms of the
1j

k
now uncapacitated variables yij Consequently, the Lagrangian relaxation

decomposes into an assignment problem and one shortest path problem for each

flow commodity k. One disadvantage of this approach is that it requires a

2
large number, n , of Lagrange multipliers. An alternative would be to dual-

ize the assignment constraints (6.1) through (6.3) with multipliers v, uo

and u0 respectively. The Lagrangian relaxation is then solved as follows.

First we use the fact that each variable x.. only appears in one forcing
1]

constraint of the relaxation to eliminate these variables; that is, if

c.. = c.. - u - v < 0 in the relaxation then it is optimal to set x = 1;

if .. > 0, it is optimal to set x.. as small as possible; that, is

n k
xi. = X iY.j In the second case, we substitute for xij in the objective

k=l 

function in terms of the y 's and replace the constraint x.. < 1 with
ij 13 --

X y. < K. These manipulations show that the Lagrangian subproblem is a

k=l k

multicommodity flow problem in the variables y.

These two different relaxations of the commodity flow based formulation

illustrate a common trade-off in Lagrangian approaches to discrete optimi-

zation problems -- one method requires more multipliers, which generally seems

best to avoid for efficiency in maximizing C*(u) over u, whereas the second

method requires a much more complicated Lagrangian subproblem to be solved

in order to evaluate C*(u) for any given value of u. Neither of these methods

has been tested, so any judgement at this point concerning their relative

merits would be speculative.

Gavish and Graves [51] have proposed a series of models for a variety

of vehicle routing type problems that suggest algorithms to overcome some

of the limitations of the last two approaches. Their formulation of the

vehicle routing problem can be viewed as an aggregation of the commodity flow
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n

based formulation. To obtain their model, we let yij = yj denote the

k=l-

total flow of goods from i to j and then sum the constraints (6.4) over k. The

resulting model has constraints (6.1) - (6.3) and (6.7) as in the original

formulation, but the following constraints replace (6.4) - (6.6):

n n

yij - j y = d. (j = 1,2,...,n) (6.4')
i=O =O J

yi. < Kxi. for all i and j (6.5')
ij 

>
0

Yi > for all i and j. (6.6')

Introducing Lagrange multipliers ui and w. to dualize the assignment con-

straints (6.1) - (6.3) in the new model, we note, as before, that either

V _v
cij = cij - u.i - < 0 and x.. = 1 in the Lagrangian relaxation or c.. > 0

and xij = Consequently, since the Lagrangian relaxation can be written

solely in terms of the variables Yij, it has become a single, rather than multi,

commodity flow problem. Alternately, we can associate multipliers ji with the

commodity flow constraints (6.4'). For any set values of these multipliers,

the Lagrangian relaxation requires the minimization of CJcij .xij + I - ji )y

ij ij

+ uidj subject to the constraints (6.1) - (6.3), (6.5 ), (6.6') and (6.7);

since the variables yij appear only in the forcing constraints (6.5') in this

relaxation, they are made as small or large as possible depending upon the

sign of (i - Tr). Thus, for any given values for the variables x ij, optimal

values for the variables yij are yij = 0 if i - 7j > 0 and yij = Kx.i if

T . - . < 0. Consequently, we can substitute for each yij in terms of xi

to eliminate the forcing constraints and the Lagrangian relaxation becomes

an easily solved assignment problem in the variables x...
1J
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The last two Lagrangian approaches illustrate the advantages (fewer

multipliers and/or more easily solved relaxation) of the aggregate formulation

with constraints (6.4') - (6.6') and are representative of algorithmic

possibilities that this formulation suggests. See [62] for more details and

[50] where Gavish uses a similar formulation to devise Lagrangian algorithms

to solve some degree-constrained minimal spanning tree problems that

arise in computer network design. His experience, which indicates that solving

computer design problems with up to 200 nodes requires only a few seconds of

computer time, underscores the potential of Lagrangian methods as applied to

the aggregate commodity flow formulation of vehicle routing problems.

The computational advantages of the aggregate commodity flow based for-

mulation are not without costs. First of all, the linear programming relaxa-

tion of the original commodity flow based formulation (6.1) - (6.7) provides

a tighter lower bound on the optimal objective value C* of the vehicle routing

problem than does the linear programming relaxation of the aggregate commodity

flow based formulation. In fact, examples (see [128]) show that lower bounds

obtained from the linear programming relaxation of the aggregate formulation

can be significantly inferior to those obtained from the detailed commodity flow

based formulation. Moreover, Wong [128] has shown that when specialized

to the traveling salesman problem (i.e., NV = 1, K = n and all d = 1), the

linear programming relaxation of a modified version of the original formulation

(6.1) - (6.7) is equivalent to the linear programming relaxation of the vehicle

flow based formulation (5.1) - (5.8), even though this second formulation con-

tains many more constraints (the subtour breaking constraints). In the modified

formulation, y.. < nx.. replaces xy. < nxij. for each i, j, and k and one unit

must be shipped not only from the depot to each demand point, but from each

demand point to the depot.
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Since the effectiveness of integer programming decomposition techniques

is intimately related (see [88]) to linear programming relaxations, these

last results not only demonstrate the strength of different linear program-

ming relaxations, but also of different Lagrangian relaxations. Indeed, when-

ever the solution to the Lagrangian relaxation of any integer programming

problem can be obtained, for all values of the Lagrange multipliers, by solving

its linear programming relaxation (this is the so called integrality property

r52], then the Lagrangian dual problem is equivalent to the linear pro-

gramming relaxation of the original problem. In these instances, the La-

grangian relaxation might be viewed simply as a mechanism for identifying

new solution schemes other than the simplex method for the linear programming

relaxation, but that exploit underlying problem structure. Since most of the

relaxations that we have been considering satisfy the integrality property, in

particular whenever the relaxation is either a minimal spanning tree problem or

an assignment problem in the variables x.., these observations on linear

programming relaxations show that the detailed commodity flow based formulation

usually provides tighter Lagrangian relaxation generated lower bounds on C*

than does the aggregate model. In a branch and bound setting, this charac-

teristic of the aggregate model may mitigate its advantages. The deci-

sion as to which is preferred, stronger bounds leading to smaller branch and

bound enumeration trees or more readily solvable Lagrangian relaxations, is

an issue whose resolution must await further, and most likely empirical, in-

vestigation.

3.2.2 Benders Decomposition

Benders decomposition is a resource directive procedure for decoupling

interrelated decisions and exploiting structure in models that contain "com-
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plicating variables." The algorithm iteratively fixes values for the compli-

cating variables, solves the relatively easy problem that remains, and then

uses its solution to redefine values for the complicating variables and,

therefore, to reinitiate the algorithm's iterative steps. In principle, the

algorithm is very attractive for vehicle routing applications. In cluster-

first route-second procedures, like those that arise in the set covering for-

mulation (1), once the "complicating" cluster decisions have been made, the

problem reduces to a relatively simple traveling salesman problem for each

vehicle. This is especially true when a small number, say 20 - 30, of demand

points are assigned to any vehicle as is typical in practice. Similarly,

in commodity flow based approaches like the formulation (6.1) - (6.7),

once the route choice variables xij have been set, the remaining network flow

constraints become relatively easy to solve.

Unfortunately, as even the most ardent advocates of mathematical program-

ming might acknowledge, the practicality of applying Benders method to vehicle

routing applications remains questionable. Although the method results in con-

ceptually attractive planning procedures that often reflect hierarchical

decision making practices of operating transportation planners,

studies have yet to demonstrate its computational viability. Nevertheless,

because the algorithm is appealing in many ways, because it does identify con-

nections between different problem formulations, and because it has suggested

heuristic methods for vehicle routing applications, we will outline some of

its uses.

Commodity Flow Based Formulation

We first show that, when applied to the commodity flow based formulation,

Benders decomposition leads to a vehicle flow formulation like (5.1) - (5.8).

Our discussion rests upon a slightly modified version of arguments used by
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Gavish and Graves [51] in the context of the traveling salesman problem.

Suppcse that we have ignored the flow constraints (6.4) - (6.6) in the com-

modity flow based formulation and have solved the resulting assignment problem

in the variables x.. obtaining an optimal solution x . If the constraints
1j 1]

(6.4) - (6.6), which might be viewed as consistency checks in the vehicle

assignment variables, have a feasible solution yj, then x and y solve the

routing problem. On the other hand, (6.4) - (6.6) might not have a feasible

solution in which case the solution x. defines (i) some subtour T on the nodes
ij

1,2,...n, and/or (ii) a subtour T containing the depot, but whose total demand

exceeds vehicle capacity K. In either instance, Farkas' Theorem of the al-

ternative characterizes the inconsistency in the system (6.4) - (6.6).

That is, the system has no solution when x.. = x. if and only if there are
mj lj

k k k
constants o 0, 1 '" .' 1' for all k, and nonnegative constants Yij' for all

i and j, satisfying the inequalities:

k k
ki -gj + Yij 0 for all i,j,k (9.1)
i J 1] 

n k n n

and <ld + K Y Y .x . < 0. (9.2)

k=l i=O j=0 . mj

We can define the constants in these inequalities as follows: let T1

k
{j£T : j O}, let T2 equal the nodes 0,1,...,n not in T1, and define n. = -1

k
for all iT 1 and = 0 otherwise; define yij = 1 whenever iT 1 and j£T2;

Yi. = 0 otherwise. Making these substitutions, we see that (9.1) is satis-

fied and that (9.2) becomes

-Zd +K x. < 0
k&Tk ieT jT2 lj

1 1 2
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or, with D(T) E- dk denoting the demand on subtour T,

kET

I Xx,. < D(T)/K. (9.3)

i£T 1 j£T2

Here we have defined d = 0. Note that inequality (9.3) is satisfied by

x*. since either (i) OT and the left-hand side is zero or (ii) OcT, D(T) > K,
ij

and the left-hand side is one. Any feasible solution x and y to the formu-

lation (6.1) - (6.7) will violate (9.3); in fact

X > D (T) /K, (9.4)

iET 1 jET 2

where Fzl denotes least integer no smaller than z, since the right-hand side

is the smallest number of vehicles with capacity K that must be routed

through the demand points on T and subsequently on to either other demand

points or the depot. When combined with the assignment constraints (6.1) -

(6.2), the inequality (9.4) is equivalent to

x..J < IT 1 - D(T)/Kl. (9.5)

icT j T1

In summary, the application of Benders decomposition to the commodity

flow based formulation is conceptually quite simple. It first solves the

assignment problem in variables x.i and then generates additional constraints
lj

(9.4), or equivalently (9.5), that are added to modify the assignment for-

mulation. The modified assignment problem is solved and the procedure is

repeated with more constraints of the form (9.5) being added until the solu-

tion to the modified assignment problem satisfies the vehicle capacity

constraints and route integrity (every subtour contains the depot) conditions.
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n

Note that when the vehicle fleet is uncapacitated, that is K > E dk,

k=l

constraints (9.5) can only arise from the route integrity conditions. That is,

O0T so that T 1 = ITI and D(T) < K so that rD(T)/K] = 1. Consequently,

the added constraints (9.5) are exactly subtour breaking constraints of the

form (5.8) in terms of the aggregate variables xij = x of the vehicle

V

flow formulation. This observation shows that Benders decomposition is a

cutting plane technique for the vehicle flow based formulation (5.1) - (5.8)

that starts with the assignment problem as a relaxation and adds subtour break-

ing constraints on an as needed basis. When vehicles are capacitated, Benders

decomposition is also adding capacity generated subtour breaking cuts (9.4)

instead of the more compact constraints (5.5). In partial compensation, we

can now write the vehicle flow constraints more compactly with aggregate variables

v
xij rather than the detailed vehicle flow variables x j. On the other hand,

if we initiate the algorithm with constraints (5.1) - (5.6) and use con-

n

straints (6.4) - (6.6) with K > I dk to insure route integrity, then Benders

k=l

decomposition again will be generating subtour breaking constraints. That

is, the vehicle flow based formulation can be viewed as a manifestation of

a particular algorithmic strategy, Benders decomposition, when applied to

the commodity flow based formulation.

Set Covering Formulation

As a prelude to applying Benders decomposition to the set covering

formulation, let us first slightly revise the formulation. We assume that

the vehicle fleet is nonhomogeneous and that the model is written with con-

straints (1), (3) and (4). We first multiply the constraints (4),

i.e. a. .d < K by for jC and use (2), i.e. X z = 1, to give:
i1 i - v1 v1 i ~
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n
a..z.d. < K z. = K (10)

i=l jeC VC 1 
v v

Now define yi =X a .z.; these variables specify whether or not demand

point i is assigned to vehicle v, yiv = 1, or not, yiv = 0. With the iv s

substituted for the z's in (1) and (10), the model becomes:

NV

Minimize f(Ylv'Y2v,...,Ynv)

v=l

NV

subject to: E Yiv = 1 (i = 1,2,...,n) (11.1)

v=l

n

Yivdi < K (v = 1,2,... ,NV) (11.2)

i=l

iv =0 or 1 for all i and v.

In this formulation f(Ylv,Y2...,yY) = X cjzj is the cost in the objective

function of (1) for the routing of vehicle v. As before, this cost is deter-

mined by solving a traveling salesman problem defined on the demand points

i assigned to v; that is, those demand points i with y. = 1. The precise

mathematical formulation would be a modified version of the vehicle flow

based model (5.1) - (5.8) or a commodity flow based model (6.1) - (6.8).

For example, f(YlV,Y2V... -,Y n ) is the optimal objective value to (6.1) - (6.8)

when NV = 1, dk = Ykv' K = n and yiv replaces the right-hand side value of

1 in (6.1) and yjv replaces the right-hand side value of 1 in (6.2).

As Fisher and Jaikumar [40], who proposed the use of this modeling

approach, have noted, one very significant advantage to this formulation is

that any feasible solution to (11) prescribes an assignment of demand points
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to vehicles consistent with the fleet's capacity limitations. Many of the

most popular vehicle routing routines currently used in practice, and parti-

cularly those based upon the Clarke-Wright savings approach [23], do not

provide this guarantee.

Moreover, this formulation highlights the fact that the vehicle routing

problem can be viewed as a composite of two standard, and well-studied,

problems in combinatorial optimization - the traveling salesman problem and

a generalized assignment problem (11).

To apply Benders decomposition to this formulation, Fisher and Jaikumar

suggest starting with a feasible solution y to (11) and then solving a
iv

traveling salesman problem for each vehicle to compute each f(Yvy *, I ,.,Y*

They solve each traveling salesman problem by using linear programming and a

cutting plane technique so that the optimal dual variables to the linear pro-

grams define a subgradient (that is, a linear and lower bound) approximation

to f(y1 y 2..Y n that equals f at y y . Next they solve (11) withto fYl Y2 .v ) that equals f at Yiv mv

the subgradient approximation in place of f. Repeating the procedure with

the optimal solution to this problem defining new values for y , they obtain

a further subgradient approximation to f. They then continue to iterate be-

tween (11), with all of the previously generated subgradients used to construct

a piecewise linear approximation to f, and the traveling salesman problems

until the optimal solution, or a near optimum, has been identified. For

more details, we refer the reader to the original paper ([40]).

Recently, Federgruen and Zipkin [38] have extended this approach for

problems with stochastic demand. In this setting, decision making is com-

plicated by the choices to be made as to how much w. of the good is to be

delivered to every demand point. In addition, the costs now include an inven-

tory carrying and storage cost qi(wi) at each delivery point i, which is a
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strictly convex function defined by the stochastic demand pattern. The model

is much the same as before except that now the variable w. replaces the con-
1

stant demand d in the constraint (11.2) and the decision variables w are
n 1

further constrained by an allocation constraint i wi < A where A is the total

i=l

amount of the good that is available at a central depot. For this problem,

for any fixed values of the demand point to vehicle assignment variables Yiv'

the model decomposes into a traveling salesman problem for each vehicle and

an inventory allocation problem in the variables w. The solution to each of

these subproblems defines a subgradient approximation to the inventory allo-

cation costs as a function of the variables yiv as well as to the routing

cost f(Ylv,y 2v.. .,ynv ). Otherwise the algorithm is conceptually similar to

that proposed by Fisher and Jaikumar for applications with a fixed demand

pattern.

3.2.3 Optimization-Based Heuristics

The various problem formulations of the vehicle routing problem suggest

not only integer programming problem decompositions, but also heuristic

methods based upon embedded optimization procedures. In this section, we

show how the set covering formulation, and its reformulation as a generalized

assignment/traveling salesman model, leads to new and powerful heuristics.

We first consider a hueristic due to Fisher and Jaikumar [41]. For

simplicity, we will assume that the costs c.. are given by the Euclidean dis-
1j

tances between points i and j. As we have noted previously, the difficulty

in solving the generalized assignment formulation (11) lies in the highly nonlinear

and complex nature of the objective function which requires for each assignment

of the demand points to vehicles the solution of a traveling salesman problem

for each vehicle. Any method for approximating this function would lead to
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a heuristic solution procedure. Fisher and Jaikumar suggest a linear appro-

n NV

ximation f(lvY2v,..,ynv) = qiviv determined as follows. First,
i=l v=l

select the coordinates of one "cluster point" in the plane to represent each

vehicle; then the surrogate distance qiv is the added cost (or distance) caused

by inserting demand point i on the route from the depot to cluster point v;

that is, the cost of a route with the cluster point v, point i, and the depot

minus the cost of the route without demand point i. Once the values of qiv

have been defined in this way, problem (11) with f in place of f is a linear

generalized assignment problem. After solving this problem and assigning the

demand points to vehicles, the authors then solve, by a cutting plane algorithm,

a traveling salesman problem for each vehicle to evaluate f(Yl ,Y2 , ..,Ynv)

and define the vehicles's delivery sequence through its demand points.

Fisher and Jaikumar describe several methods for determining the location

of the cluster points. For example, experienced dispatchers might make these

selections. One automated procedure that has worked well in their experimen-

tation is to first partition the plane into NV conical regions about the depot,

each with approximately the same total demand requirements. The cluster point

for each cone is placed along the ray from the depot bisecting that cone and

at a radial distance from the depot equal to that of some demand point so

that (approximately) 25% of all that cone's total demand is farther than the

cluster point from the depot. For further details on this procedure and

other methods for locating the cluster points, we refer the reader to the ori-

ginal paper ([41]).

Cullen, Jarvis and Ratliff [28] have proposed and tested a two-pronged

heuristic combining a procedure similar to that just described with an appro-

ximate solution procedure for solving the set covering problem. The first

phase solves an approximation to (11) with the cluster points chosen by a
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dispatcher or an analyst and with qiv set equal to the Euclidean distance

between demand point i and cluster point v. After solving the generalized

assignment problemt , though, the authors then redefine the location of each

cluster point v so as to minimize the total distance from this point to all

of the demand points assigned to it (this is convex optimization problem for

each v). They then iterate between the assignment and location problem until

no further improvements are possible.

The second phase of their procedure uses the solution to the first phase

together with any other tentative solution generated previously, possibly

by the dispatcher, to define columns for the set partitioning problem (1).

Rather than generate all possible columns, they start with this small subset.

This problem is solved approximately as follows. Starting with any feasible

solution SO, for example that generated from phase 1, we will construct a new

and, hopefully, improved solution S one route at a time. First subdivide

the routing cost ci for any vehicle j among its demand points in SO, defining

a "price," or revenue, pi for serving each demand point i. These prices are

analogous to the simplex multipliers of linear programming. One choice for

the prices that has worked well is to apportion the cost c to the demand

points i assigned to vehicle j in proportion to the cost of servicing the points

individually on a one-drop route. Next compute the "relative profit"

n

k ~X Piaik - ck for every column of k of the set partitioning problem. If
i=l

all of these relative profits are nonpositive, then the current solution is

optimal (in fact, in the linear programming relaxation as well). Otherwise,

find the column with largest relative profit and use it as the route of the first

vehicle in a new solution. Then select the column with the next best relative

'The authors assumed that all demands di were equal to 1 so that the generalized

assignment problem reduces to a usual assignment problem. We will cast our

discussion in the broader context with (possibly) unequal demands.
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profit and add it to the new solution and so forth. If any new route R

generated in this way contains a demand point already assigned to a vehicle

in the new solution S being generated, then delete the demand point from R.

When every demand point has been assigned to a route in S, we set S equal

to S and iterate on the entire procedure continuing until S does not improve

upon SO. Although this procedure is not guaranteed to generate a better

solution at each step, even if one exists, it has proved to be effective in

generating near optimal solutions.

At this point, we could terminate the algorithm with the last solution

generated from the set covering problem. Or, we could repeat the entire pro-

cedure, using phase 1 to generate a new column for the set partitioning

problem. At the second and every subsequent iteration of the overall process,

the linear approximation f = qivYiv would be modified by subtracting

n NV iv

X PiYiv where P1,P2,.. .p are the latest prices determined by the set
i=l v=l

partitioning algorithm. In this way, any solution to the phase 1 problem will

have a nonnegative relative profit with respect to the surrogate distances

and, hence, be an attractive column to add to the set partitioning problem

(considering surrogate distances). Fisher and Jaikumar [43] have recently

found that other approaches to solving the set covering problem can also be

effective. Cullen, Jarvis and Ratliff [28] have also discovered that inter-

active heuristics stimulated by graphical display of tentative solutions can

further enhance this solution approach.

Both of these assignment/generalized-assignment heuristics have proved

to be very successful in solving a wide range of test problems with up to

as many as 200 demand points. These methods are competitive in running time

with most standard heuristics that do not incorporate embedded optimization pro-

cedures, e.g. the Clarke-Wright savings method, and yet provide better cost

solutions in almost all instances.
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OPTIMIZATION AND VEHICLE FLEET PLANNING

Although vehicle routing problems are central to vehicle fleet plan-

ning, they are not entirely representative. Certain simplifications and

apparently minor variations of the routing models considered in the last

section arise frequently in practice and are much better suited for optimi-

zation. In this section, we describe a variety of these applications as

well as other uses of exact methods for vehicle routing and scheduling. To

help focus the discussion, we classify contributions according to the type

of optimization methods employed, namely combinatorial methods, network

flow techniques, branch and bound methods, dynamic programming, and

integer programming decomposition. Rather than attempting to be exhaustive,

we describe representative applications from each of these categories.

Generally, three types of modifications to the generic vehicle routing

problem lead to more easily solved planning problems. These modifications

(i) permit the vehicles to circulate among their service destinations with-

out returning to a fixed depot(s); (ii) permit the vehicles to visit only

the most profitable of the demand points; and (iii) impose special network

structure that attenuates the combinatorial explosiveness of route selection.

The first of these modifications arises in many airline or railway systems

where traffic originates and departs from each stop and every demand point

can function economically on a day to day basis as a depot for refueling,

basic maintenance and the like. The second modification arises in longer

range planning efforts when the firm providing the transportation/distribution

services has the flexibility to choose its markets. The third simplifi-

cation is common in many main haul and commuter train systems where traffic

is restricted to straight line networks or hub networks (straight lines
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emanating from a common central depot). Special network structure also

arises when certain types of subordinate decisions such as time table

setting are made subsequent to earlier route selection and sequencing

decisions that define a network route structure for each vehicle.

Another special network structure, the space-time diagram, emerges

from scheduling considerations. These networks distinguish nodes by both

geographical locations and points in time. Service arcs connect two locations

whenever a potential or required service connects the locations at the appro-

priate times and lay-over arcs connect the same location at different points

in time.

4.1 Combinatorial Methods

Matching theory, a cornerstone of combinatorial optimization, is in-

trinsic to many vehicle planning models. The assignment relaxation (see

section 3.2.1) of the vehicle routing problem is but one, albeit very

important, application. The following scenario is illustrative of other

applications. Government safety regulations frequently limit the size

of vehicles delivering potentially hazardous materials as when they restrict

tanker trucks to carrying no more gasoline than is necessary to satisfy the

demand of two service stations. If each truck visits exactly two stations,

then every route pairs, or matches, two demand points i and j at a cost

c.i equal to the total routing cost of a truck traveling from the depot

through stations i and j and back to the depot. As a consequence, this

2-deivery problem becomes an easily solved ([78]) nonbipartite matching

model. This problem also models situations in which each truck route

can service either one or two stations - conceptually we add a duplicate copy

of the depot for each demand point with arcs of zero cost connecting the

copies to each other, and solve the resulting 2-delivery problem. It is
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interesting to note that the 2-delivery problem was the genesis of Dantzig

and Ramser's [32] original study of the vehicle routing problem.

Another application of nonbipartite matching is the Chinese postman

problem' in which a single vehicle (e.g. postman or fuel oil delivery truck)

is to cover every arc of a distribution network, with backtracking if necessary,

in order to minimize total routing costs. The solution to this problem,

which is a hallmark in the application of combinatorial methods to vehicle

routing problems, combines shortest path and matching computations as follows

([35]). First, identify and compute the shortest path distance between

every pair of odd-degree nodes in the distribution network. Using

these shortest path distances as surrogate arc costs, find the minimum

cost matching joining the odd degree nodes. Next, define a new network with

the arcs in the original distribution network together with duplicate copies

of those in the shortest paths corresponding to arcs chosen in the minimum

matching. The new network contains an Eulerian circuit, since every node has

an even degree. That is, it has a circuit in which every arc, including

any duplicate, is used exactly once. This circuit solves the postman problem

([35], [79]). This example might suggest that arc routing models are easier

to solve than their node routing counterparts. Unfortunately, in most in-

stances both versions of routing problems are NP-complete ([81]).

One other arc routing model that is easy to solve is the directed Chinese

postman problem in which every arc must be traversed in a given direction.

This model is a simple network flow problem with a lower bound of one unit

of flow on every arc.

Combinatorial methods also arise in specialized problem contexts. For

example, Assad [5] has studied a single track or corridor rail network with

4-

'This name refers to a Chinese researcher, Mei-ko Kwan, who first identified

the problem.
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demand (measured, say, in rail cars) generated at the first station on the

network and destined for stations further "down the line." He shows that a

greedy or insertion algorithm solves the problem of finding the best

stop sequences for two trains in order to minimize the total car-delay;

that is, the sum over all cars of the number of intermediate stops a car

makes prior to its destination. The heuristic starts with train 1 servicing

all stations and then re-assigns stations one at a time from train 1 to

train 2 until no further improvement is made, at each step choosing the

station that minimizes total delay with those stations previously re-assigned.

He also shows that this algorithm solves the problem if all destinations have

the same demand and per car delay varies from station to station, but need

not be optimal when both the traffic demands and station delays vary. In

the later case, he proposes a branch and bound procedure. Lakshminarayan

et. al. [77] study a similar model formulated from a machine scheduling

problem. Denardo, Huberman and Rothblum [34] establish an interleaving

property for bus stop location problems, and other applications, that is

related to the insertion property. They wish to locate bus stops in order

to minimize the walking distance for user trips on a single-line bus route.

Let denote the loation of theth
Let X denote the location of the jth stop in an optimal n-stop schedule.

They show that the optimal stop schedules can be chosen for every n = 1,2,...

so that an (n-l)-stop schedule is interleaved between the stops of an n-stop

n n-1 n
schedule; that is, x < n < x. for all j = 1,2,...,n-1.

These studies of insertion and interleaving properties are intimately

related mathematically. Each can be viewed as a combinatorial optimization

problem involving the maximization of a submodular set-valued function.

Facility location models ([26]) have the same underlying mathematical structure.
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4.2 Network Flows and Linear Programming

Possibly the easiest of all vehicle fleet planning problems to solve

are those that can be formulated as network flow models or as linear programs.

Many of these problems focus on vehicle fleet assignment and vehicle

scheduling issues and can be viewed as extensions and variations of the directed

Chinese Postman problem formulated on space-time networks. In this setting,

the "Postman's path(s)" are required to cover arcs corresponding to service

legs of a vehicle's itinerary (e.g., fly from Boston at 9:00 a.m. to New

York at 10:00 a.m.). Typically, the network representations of these space-

time scheduling networks are acyclic. At times, though, the networks

model repetitive planning periods and contain cycles formed by the arcs

"returning" vehicles from the end of one planning period to the beginning

of the next period.

One of the most basic versions of these models, which is central to much

of vehicle scheduling, is the minimum fleet size problem: what is the fewest

number of vehicles required to cover each of the service legs on an acyclic

network? This problem is easily formulated and solved as a maximum (or,

minimum) flow problem ([30]) and, by virtue of the max flow - min cut theorem,

is equivalent to finding the maximum number of service legs no two of which

can be covered on the same vehicle route. Since this property is but one

manifestation of a celebrated theorem due to Dilworth, the minimum fleet size

problem is often referred to as a Dilworth scheduling problem.

A number of airlines and aircraft manufacturers use the planning cycle

version of the scheduling model for vehicle fleet management and for plan-

ning of fleet acquisition. They associate revenue with the service legs

(which need not be covered), associate costs with the lay-over legs, and

choose the flight schedule that maximizes profit. Simpson [116] describes
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a series of network flow and linear programming problems that are enhancements

of this model. Similar models arise in other contexts as well. For example,

Arisawa and Elmaghraby [2] formulate a network flow model to minimize expected

operating costs for a 2-period model of hub transportation systems with

uncertain demand in the second period.

Each of these finite time horizon models has infinite dimensional

analogues in which the length of the planning or scheduling period is not

fixed a priori, but is determined by a choice of the best periodic schedule.

One example, the "tramp-steamer" problem, requires a periodic route for

a single vehicle (i.e., a cycle through the scheduling network) that maximizes

profit per unit time. This problem can be formulated as a linear network

flow model with a single additional constraint ([301). Or, it can be cast as a

network flow model with a linear fractional objective function and can be

solved efficiently as a sequence of linear network flow models ([79], [92]).

A more general version of this problem is obtained by imposing lower and

upper bounds on arc flows. Generally, any solution satisfying these condi-

tions, and particularly the desired solution minimizing average costs over

an infinite planning horizon, requires multiple vehicles. Orlin [101]

shows that a solution can be found by first solving a finite node network

flow model with one additional side constraint, as in the tramp-steamer pro-

blem, and then rounding-its (fractional) solution appropriately.

One specialization of the last model is a periodic version of the Dilworth

scheduling problem. The problem is to find the fewest number of vehicles

required to cover a periodic schedule of service legs (e.g., fixed daily

and Sunday services repeating each week) over an infinite planning horizon.

If deadheading is forbidden, minimizing the number of vehicles is equivalent

to minimizing vehicle idle time at the service locations and a FIFO scheduling policy
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is optimal ([9], [10]). If deadheading is permitted, the problem becomes

more complicated, yet still can be cast as a minimum network flow problem

on a finite network ([100]). See [54] for a different perspective on this

problem related to the minimization of vehicle idle time as in the no

deadheading case.

Another class of vehicle fleet management problems that can be formulated

as network flow models arises from imbalances inherent in empty rail car

distribution. How are empty freight cars (locomotives, cabooses) accumulating

at rail yards near heavy demand centers to be transported back to those yards

that serve as origin points for traffic entering the rail system? A number

of papers ([61], [69], [80], [91], [121], [122], [126]) treat various

aspects of this problem. Most of these papers formulate the problem as

a standard minimum cost network flow model or as multi-commodity network

flow problems.

Brown and Graves [18] describe quite a different use of network flow

models. They consider the routing of petroleum tank trucks from bulk

terminals for an application in which each route contains a single drop

point. The problem is to minimize transportation costs while scheduling

each truck within an available shift interval. Although the problem is

an integer program, the authors' experience indicates that network flow

models provide good approximate solutions.
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4.3 Branch and Bound

Although branch and bound methods have generally been ineffective in

solving vehicle fleet planning problems, they have been applied success-

fully in limited situations. Baker [6] has used branch and bound codes

equipped with special purpose branching logic to solve a variety of tanker

ship scheduling models, addressing such issues as tanker routing, tanker

loading, and allocation of tankers to terminals. The traveling salesman

problem and multiple traveling salesman problem are major components of

these models, though the models contain other types of "complicating"

constraints as well. He has also solved oil rig scheduling applications

that are quite similar to vehicle routing problems (identify rigs with vehicles

and platforms with demand points).

Several studies of rail system planning have relied on branch and

bound techniques. Achermann [1] has applied the algorithm to plan train

formulation, rail car grouping and blocking strategies, and train routing

for rail freight systems. He describes an application to a 20 yard Swiss

Railway problem. Bodin et. al. [17] proposed a more elaborate model developed for

the Norfork and Western Railroad and discuss the application of an interactive

branch and bound algorithm for a 33 yard problem. Salzborn 1111] describes an

application to suburban rail systems designed as a hub network. He has

considered the construction of train stop-schedules and, particularly, the

issue of when a train emanating from the hub should return there rather

than continue on to the end of the line. Szpigel [120] has studied the

problem of arranging for meets and passes on a single track rail line. His

computational experience was very limited, though. The largest problem

that he solved by branch and bound involved 5 truck sections and 10 trains.
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Mairs et. al. [89] have applied branch and bound to a combined produc-

tion allocation and distribution model developed for Frito-Lay. The model

is very large. It has approximately 2000 0-1 variables and was solved in

from 40 minutes to 2 hours on an IBM 370/168. One lesson emerged from this

study. Different formulations of the problem led to large variations in

running time, even for the linear programming relaxation of the model.

In this case, a more disaggregate formulation led to better algorithmic

performance. This type of behavior is not uncommon in integer programming

(see [53]), though only very recently has any theoretical foundation ([88])

helped to explain it.

4.4 Dynamic Programming

Typically, when contrasted with other optimization methods and their

use within the broad hierarchy of vehicle fleet planning, dynamic programming

is most useful for operational decision making, rather than higher level

tactical and strategic planning. In particular, dynamic programming algorithms

are often applied to problems formulated on a single track or on a hub

network, which are often defined by routes determined by higher level vehicle

fleet assignment decisions. These simplified network structures require

smaller state space descriptions than do more elaborate networks and, there-

fore, their use helps to ameliorate the "curse of dimensionality" inherent to

dynamic programming.

Two examples are the trade-offs between local and express services

for commuter trains/operating on a straight line network or time table

scheduling in a straight line network environment. Nemhauser [97] has

developed an efficient dynamic programming algorithm for the first of these

problems. His objective was to schedule services in order to maximize

revenue while accounting for lost sales due to excessive wait times. Morlok
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et. al. [95] have studied the time table scheduling problem for suburban

railway systems. The state variables in their dynamic programming algorithm

correspond to discrete train arrival times. Salzborn [111] and Young [124]

have considered similar applications.

In the context of hub networks, Saha [110] has used dynamic programming

to determine loading patterms of capacitated trains at stops in order to

maximize the total number of passengers served by the rail system. Vuchic

and Newell [123] have studied the design of station locations to minimize

total passenger travel time. They show that a dynamic programming version

of the problem reduces to solving a set of simultaneous linear equations.

Quite likely, dynamic programming will continue to be an effective

planning tool for similar problems arising in specialized networks. This

type of algorithm might prove to be useful in other settings as well.

For example, Psaraftis [106] has developed a dynamic programming algorithm

to establish schedules for a single vehicle in small dial-a-ride transit

systems. He feels that the algorithm provides a useful benchmark against

which to test other planning methods, such as heuristics. Psaraftis and

Tharakan [107] have extended this approach to multi-vehicle versions of the

problem, using the single vehicle solution procedure as a subroutine.

4.5 Integer Programming Decomposition

In section 3, we described several algorithms based upon price directive

(Lagrangian relaxation) and resource directive (Benders algorithm) decompo-

sition. Although these algorithms appear to be promising, their development

is still in its infancy. Much testing and further investigation remains to

be done.

In only a few cases has integer programming decomposition been applied
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to realistic vehicle fleet planning problems. As mentioned earlier, Geoffrion

and Graves [53] have devised an implementation of Benders decomposition for

a combined production and distribution system. The success of this study

has been a major stimulant in renewing interest in resource directive decompo-

sition for integer programming models. Richardson [108] has applied Benders

decompsition to an aircraft routing problem and Florian, Guerin and Bushel

[44] have applied the algorithm to the scheduling of engine distribution in

rail systems. The last study resulted in mixed success. The algorithm

worked well on a 718 node, 986 arc space-time diagram representing a region

of the Canadian National Railways, but was much less successful when applied

to a larger 2000 arc problem.

Even though Lagrangian methods like those that we have considered earlier

might prove to be computationally superior to resource directive techniques,

resource decomposition might become increasingly attractive on other grounds.

For example, both of these algorithmic strategies could become useful ingre-

dients of heuristic methods. For example, Sexton [113] has recently demon-

strated the success of heuristics based upon Benders decomposition for cer-

tain vehicle scheduling and routing problems.
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5, PROSPECTS

As we have noted in sections 3 and 4, certain types of vehicle fleet

planning problems are well-suited for optimization (generally, those that

can be formulated as "nicely-structured" network flow or matching type

combinatorial models), whereas others, particularly those involving vehicle

routing, areconsiderably more difficult to solve exactly. For the second

category, heuristics have proved to be an attractive alternative to exact

methods; generally, heuristics (i) are easy to understand and, consequently,

are more readily accepted by managers, (ii) are less sophisticated algorith-

mically and, therefore, are easier to program and maintain for computerized

planning, and (iii) are effective in solving a wide range of practical

problems and provide solutions that are usually accepted as "good" or

"reasonable." These compelling arguments on behalf of heuristics suggest

that they will continue to be instrumental in the analysis of vehicle fleet

planning problems. Nevertheless, there are reasons to prefer exact solutions

and to expect an increasing reliance on exact methods for vehicle fleet

planning. The following brief list delineates some of these reasons. In

many instances the arguments apply to optimization, in general, and not just

to vehicle fleet planning.

1) Cost-BeneJfits. In some situations, such as the scheduling

of large tankers, the expense of implementing and utilizing costly exact

methods with a guarantee of optimality is more than justified by the large

expenditures involved. As computer costs continue to plummet and vehicle

operating costs continue to rise, the distinction between these applications

and others will begin to blur and optimization should become increasingly

more viable economically.
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2) Performance Guarantees and Sensitivity Analysis. Frequently, model

validation, policy studies, and other uses of models for furnishing problem

insight require knowledge about the sensitivity of a model to varying input

parameters. Optimization, and re-optimization, is perfectly tailored for

this purpose. Heuristics, even if supported by error bound analysis, are

much less useful. For example, suppose that we solve a problem and obtain a

solution guaranteed to be within ten percent of optimality, change a para-

meter, and then resolve to obtain another solution with the same performance

guarantee. How do we evaluate the sensitivity of the solution to this

parameter change? That is, how do we discern whether any change in the appro-

ximate solution is due to the parameter change or to some peculiarity of the

heuristic being employed.

3) Exact ModelZ and Exact Agorithms. Common wisdom states: "since

any model and its accompanying data merely approximates reality, can the

effort required to find an optimal solution, as opposed to a more easily

obtained approximate solution, ever be justified?" As tempting as it is

to accept this argument, it should be applied with caution. Suppose that

the solution to a model approximates the solution to a real problem, and

that a heuristic algorithm solves the model approximately. Isn't it con-

ceivable that the modeling approximation and solution approximation are com-

pounding? Though exact solutions might be difficult to obtain, they still

provide the best approximation to the real problem obtainable within the

confines of the model. Exact methods permit the analyst to focus on the

quality of the model per se, without having to account for secondary

approximations of the model itself.
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4) Improved TechnoZogy. New solution techniques in integer programming

such as Lagrangian relaxation and resource directive decomposition enhance

the prospects for successful application of optimization methodologies for

vehicle fleet planning problems. These technological advances combined with

improvements in computer technology should foster greater use of exact

methods in the future (though, undoubtedly, some optimization problems will

always challenge computer capabilities and will always be limited by their

computer expense).

5) Optimization-Based Heuristics. As we have seen in section 3.2.3,

optimization methods can be used to guide the design of heuristic procedures

and to improve upon their performance. As another recent illustration,

Ball et. al. [8] demonstrates the advantages of using matching algorithms

as an ingredient of a heuristic for vehicle scheduling. The prospects

for this type of analysis seem far from fully realized. Indeed, it is

conceivable that the master-slave relationship between heuristics and

optimization might be most fruitful when inverted. That is, it is possible

that further study might show that heuristics could be used much more pro-

ductively than they are at present as components of optimization procedures.

6) The Modeling-Algorithm Inteface. As we have noted several times

earlier, the mere way in which a model is formulated can have a pronounced

effect upon how it is solved. This type of modeling-algorithm interface is

a well-known characteristic of integer programming and, yet, seems not to

be fully understood. For example, despite the enormous previous effort devoted

to the traveling salesman problem, Jonker et. al. [70] have recently shown

that a new formulation for this problem leads to sharper Lagrangian bounds

and to significant improvements in algorithmic performance of Lagrangian

methods. Is there some methodology for deciding when a formulation is a
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good one, algorithmically, and, possibly, for stimulating new and improved

formulations for a given problem? Magnanti and Wong [87] have taken some

steps in this direction by studying model formulation and its effect on

Benders decomposition. Further studies of this nature might lead to new

and better understanding of integer programming models and to improved

performance of exact methods.

Although these arguments do not fully neutralize the advantages of

heuristic methods, they do suggest that exact methods might become an in-

creasingly important factor in vehicle fleet planning. In particular, as

our discussion has demonstrated, for the first time new advances in integer

programming, like Lagrangian relaxation, that have been very successful in

other application areas of combinatorial optimization are now being applied

to vehicle routing and other vehicle fleet planning problems. As researchers

become more attracted to this type of analysis, motivated in part by the

early successes, it is likely that new innovations will surface and that

branch and bound and other optimization methods will evolve significantly.

In fact, it would not be surprising to find that the gap between algorithmic

capabilities for the traveling salesman problem and for other vehicle fleet

planning problems will narrow, and that exact methods or optimizaton-based

heuristics might progress to the point where a variety of vehicle fleet

planning problems with up to 100 or more demand points would be solved routinely.

Of course, our discussion in this paper does not exhaust all possibilities

for improving vehicle fleet planning. For example, continuous approximation

methods (see [98]) or probabilistic and asymptotic analysis (e.g., Stein's
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studies [117], [118] of the dial-a-ride problem) might prove to be useful

in solving very large vehicle routing and scheduling problems. Or, geometric

type methods might prove to be useful alternatives to the algorithmically

oriented combinatorial optimization methods that we have considered here.

As Pollack [105] has observed, the challenges for richer and more realistic

modeling of vehicle fleet planning problems are enormous. So too, then, are

the challenges for solving these problems.
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